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Commsoft OASES
Penetrating Corporate MRO

N

ick Godwin
is Managing
Director of
Commsoft, the
company behind
OASES (Open
Aviation Strategic Engineering
System), a comprehensive MRO
control and monitoring software.
Very well established among the
commercial airlines, the product is
now making inroads into business
aviation, where operators and MROs
IZMZMITQ[QVO\PMJMVMÅ\[\PMQZIQZTQVM
colleagues have long enjoyed from
the software.
With a dedicated team behind
it, OASES offers huge levels of
functionality with multiple capabilities;
it’s modular, embraces mobile
technology and adaptable to integrate
_Q\PM`Q[\QVO[a[\MU[-^MZMV\P][QI[\QK
Godwin provides OASES’s very public
face – EVA managed to catch up with
him during a rare few hours on the
ground.

?PI\JZW]OP\aW]QV\W\PM
IMZW[XIKMQVL][\Za'
I was surrounded by aviation as I
grew up. My dad was in the RAF, my
uncle was an air traffic controller and
my aunt was a hostess with British
Midland at Glasgow Airport.
I spent my early career as a sales
engineer with British Aerospace on the
One-Eleven and 146 at Brooklands,
and then I progressed to Prestwick
with the launch of the Jetstream
31 and 41 regional airliners, before
spending time with BAe in Washington
DC. Then my career took me back to
Scotland and on to Toulouse, in a joint
venture with ATR, before I moved
to the Derby area with Data Systems
& Solutions (DS&S), a Rolls-Royce
subsidiary.
1_I[JZQMÆaQV^WT^ML_Q\P+WUU[WN\I[
a potential supplier to one of its customers,
BMI, and then joined it in 2008.
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Nick Godwin, Managing
Director at Commsoft.

0W_LQLaW]ZXZM^QW][M`XMZQMVKM
QVÆ]MVKMaW]ZMIZTa_WZSI\
+WUU[WN\'
At BAe I was deeply involved in the
launch, sales, marketing and specific
upgrade projects around regional
aircraft, including the J31, J41 and
146/RJ families. The work engaged
my passion for aviation, while I learned
about aircraft performance, operating
economics and the factors, including
maintenance, that contribute to them. I
OIQVMLIVM`\MV[Q^MI^QI\QWVOZW]VLQVO
but also understood the value of hard
work, working in a leadership team and
seeing new cultures worldwide.
4I\MZ,;;M`XW[MLUM\W\PM
\MKPVQKITM`KMTTMVKMWN :WTT[:WaKM
but also taught me, the hard way, that
organisations should not stifle talent.
From a technical perspective, I profited
hugely from understanding the power
of data in transforming an operation
with decision support tools and
proactive reporting.

0W__W]TLaW]LM[KZQJM+WUU[WN\
in 2008?
It was a nice company with nice people
who had good intentions towards their
customers, but I sensed that it lacked
direction, consistent processes, energy
IVLUMI[]ZMUMV\5aÅZ[\XZQWZQ\a_I[\W
win more business, but at the same time
it was clear we had to do more to retain

customers through service improvements,
better processes and a more comprehensive
\MKPVQKITWٺMZQVOUMM\QVO\PMU]KP
broader functional requirements of an
aviation engineering operation.
As a Chelsea fan, I often use football
analogies around teamwork… we had to
start from the back with a strong defence,
build a global team ethic with a strong
UQLÅMTLIVLÅVL[WUMLMKMV\[\ZQSMZ[ 
<PQ[QVKZMI[MLMVMZOaÆM`QJQTQ\aIVLNWK][
on winning for our customers in delivering
business value has become Commsoft’s
M\PQK°_PQTMIT[WZM\IQVQVOI[UQTM
When I joined in 2008, there were
around 35 customers. More than 20
of those remain, while OASES has
VW_OZW_V\WQVM`KM[[WN  [Q\M[
supporting more than 120 aviation
operations in 50-plus countries.

How has OASES evolved since 2008?
Commsoft uses a web-based service
[a[\MU1\¼[IVM`\MV[Q^M[W]ZKMWN LI\I
covering customer-requested mods and
improvements. We offer a personalised
account manager team, which stays close
to customers, backed up by detailed
M`KPIVOM[_Q\PW]ZK][\WUMZJI[MI\
user groups, every 15 months or so.
Our developments are offered free
of charge to all customers subscribing
to the relevant modules within our
standard rental model. Developments
are driven by our customers’ value
needs. I’m always looking for more pace,
but we’ve significantly developed much
broader functionality and keep apace
with technology through competitor
benchmarking. We’ve just invested
heavily in mobile technologies and
interfacing with other systems, including
electronic techlogs.

?PI\JMVMÅ\[LWM[7);-;JZQVO
\WJ][QVM[[IQZKZIN\WXMZI\WZ[IVL
MROs?
OASES works well in corporate
aviation, but this has not been our focus
until now. Several improvements have
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been made in corporate aviation MRO
and OASES can provide umbrella fleet
management for operations managed
in many OEM-embedded systems with
many third party customers. The OEMembedded systems dominate the market,
but have weaknesses.
+WUU[WN\PI[[MMVM`\MV[Q^MOZW_\P
with its CAMO customers, many of
them looking after corporate aircraft for
other operators. The basic principles
of CAMO and MRO process control
apply whatever an aircraft’s role. As
such, OASES covers these equally. But
the corporate jet market is characterised
by its much lower aircraft utilisation
(typically 250-700 hours per annum
NWZ»NTM`RM\¼\aXM[KPMUM[KWUXIZML
to 2,000-3,500 hours for airliners. As
such, OASES, which tracks hours, cycles
and calendar-based events in parallel,
covers all aspects. The difference is that
an operator using OASES is more likely
to be using a LUMP (low utilisation
maintenance programme), with more
emphasis on calendar-based checks.

From the MRO side, the processes
of gathering, monitoring and managing
production data from the shop floor are
\PM[IUM7);-;PI[JMMVM`\MV[Q^MTa
developed to meet the requirements of
various customers, including Harrods
Aviation, to manage invoice generation
and commercial management, and help
develop future quotes.
While the processes for corporate
aviation MRO are similar to those of
airline MRO, a system like OASES has
to cater for a much greater range of
‘drop-in’ customers, requesting smaller
packages of work, or more diversity.
As such, a corporate MRO is likely to
have a larger range of customers from
a wider registration base with smaller
work content, all of which must be
quoted clearly and invoiced promptly.
+WUU[WN\K]ZZMV\TaPI[[Q`KWZXWZI\M
5:7K][\WUMZ[J]\_MM`XMK\\PQ[
to grow since OASES developments
have focused on vastly improving
functionality, including mobile
applications, giving customer views.

<MTT][UWZMIJW]\+PMT[MI°)VL
IVaW\PMZXI[[QWV['
I’m a True Blue, an avid Chelsea
fan, thanks to my family origins
around southwest London. I like their
combination of power, pace and skill,
married to great mental strength –
it’s something all successful business
need.
Otherwise, I’m an aviation nutter
IVL[WUM\PQVOWN IV»IVWZIS¼ 1¼U
rare in enjoying long transit stops in
strange airports, often with a camera.
I’ve been hugely fortunate to enjoy in
M`KM[[ KW]V\ZQM[IVL1¼^MTWOOML
almost 10,000 hours from more than
5,000 flights from over 550 airfields.
Other passions include military
aviation, airshow photography and
music, which follows me around the
world. My wife and I enjoy travel and
we’re working through our bucket list
of places, food and cultures to visit
together. And then there are the joys of
our darling four-year old grandson and
family gatherings. Q

www.commsoft.aero

MRO IT System

Commsoft’s OASES MRO system
offers comprehensive professional
functionality together with a flexible,
affordable approach that understands
your business’ scalable growth
needs in today’s turbulent market.
Each OASES module can be offered
individually or can be integrated
at the engineering centre of your
business systems.

Ű'ZVGPUKXGCKTNKPGEQTRQTCVG/41CPF%#/1WUG
ŰPGYEWUVQOGTUUKIPGFKP 
Ű.KPMGFVQQRUU[UVGOU'($UCPF'6.U
Ű#NUQQHHGTGFXKC%QOOUQHVRTKXCVGENQWF

Supporting over 120 aviation customers
in 50+ countries, including airlines,
MROs, spares suppliers, CAMO,
corporate aviation and bureau operators.

(QTOQTGKPHQTOCVKQPECNN +44 (0)1621 817425 or email us at info@commsoft.aero
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